CITY COUNCIL

AGENDA
REPORT

DATE:

May 19, 2015

TO:

Mayor Butt and Members of the City Council

FROM:

Councilmember Beckles

SUBJECT: SUPPORT AND SAFETY OF TARGETED INDIVIDUALS
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE:
The City of Richmond is a welcoming and safe area for all residents. It is imperative that
Richmond adopt this resolution in effort to stand in solidarity with residents who claim to
be under assault from space-based weapons that should be outlawed by the Space
Preservation Act
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
ADOPT a resolution in support of the Space Preservation Act and the Space
Preservation Treaty to permanently ban space-based weapons (Councilmember
Beckles - 620-6568).
FINANCIAL IMPACT OF RECOMMENDATION:
There is no financial impact related to this item at this time.
DISCUSSION:
The purpose of the resolution is to show support for residents that identify as Targeted
Individuals by supporting the Space Preservation Act and the Space Preservation
Treaty to permanently ban space-based weapons. Many targeted individuals believe
they have been personally attacked with weaponry that should be outlawed by the
Space Preservation Act.
Three years ago, I met Richmond resident Amy Lee Anderson about this matter. Ms.
Anderson informed me she was a survivor of such horrible attacks. According to her
description, these government patented technologies and weapons interfere and disrupt
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the targeted individual's health physically and psychologically by remote transmission.
Also, it has been brought to my attention that many survivors have reached out to
their city officials peacefully, through numerous avenues of redress and
accountability about these types of horrifying abuses, only to experience dismissal,
being stonewalled, mocked and ignored, or a level of all out discrimination resulting in
these individuals being wrongly labeled as unstable, criminals, or troublemakers.
In our city, we put forth our best efforts to listen and respect the voices, wisdom, and
experiences of our residents. We will not ignore, but support those who suspect they
have been exposed to these types of inhumane attacks with the intent to cause them
great emotional and bodily harm. I am encouraged by these citizens who have stood up
to protect our residents. I would like to encourage other officials at the local, state and
national levels to explore methods to extend support to all residents.
DOCUMENTS ATTACHED:
Resolution
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